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I been down to Mexico four or five times. Laredo three or four times. .
Clinton: (talking at same time/, continuing with lady's giveaway).*,
this time'she is calling on Rose Birdshead to come forward and receive
/a gift. Also same introduction, calling on C .& A-Gourd Dancers to come
, forward and acknowledge a pledge 6f"^p0-^0JXtowards next year's paw-wow.
is making introduction in honor of his brother and a
special honor in hon6r^ef~-Qne of his brothers who was killed overseas**^-- -., „_.
-¥*He\s calling^on the lady sitting next |o Imogene Fisher,to come forward and ,
receive a gift. Joe Neeley's making introduction'.in hqhor of k brotheTTlfe ~
lost overseas, and also in honor of a'brother-in-law that served in Second
"World War.

He's calling Bertha Little Coyote to come forward and receive
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a gift; Introduction also being made by Johnny Oldman and he's calling on
the C & A Gourd Clan to come forward and receive a gift of $5.00. Mrs.
Whitethunder's making introduction in honor of her husband, Ed Whitethunder,
who served in Second World War, and she's calling on Inez Kauley to come
forward. Margaret Cedartree is making introduction in honor of her son who
served in Sec.ond World War and calling C & A Gourd Dancers to cdme and receive
a gift. Same introduction by Margaret Cedartree and calling Rosie Whitethunder to come and receive a gift.
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David tanman: I'd like to have those Taos ladies come—Sarah Lujan
and her daughter—come up and acknowledge a gift from me. I was in the
war one time—war every morning with my wife I (Everyone laughs.)
Clinton: "Gunsmoke" (Dave Fanman) is doing all right! He's only got
one pants leg rolled up. When he gets both of them rolled up, you better
,watch outi

(Referring to fact that Fanman* has one of his pants legs tucked"

inside his boot)
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